
Killerman’s Run
2022 ROSÉ 

Mr. Killerman lived in a humble tin shed in the hills behind
Kilikanoon. He foraged through the valley for his meals, finding
wild rabbit and many other gourmet treats. Killerman’s Run
reflects the rich landscape and being at one with the
environment by sourcing and blending wines from right across
the Clare Valley into a seamless wine. 

TECHNICAL
Alcohol: 12.5 % 
Acidity: 7.8 g/L 
Residual Sugar: 2.3 g/L

WINEMAKER
Peter Warr 
Last Tasted:
22nd July 2022

CELLARING
Lively in its youth.

PLACE

The Killerman’s Run range of wines are masterfully composed
blends selected from across the finest vineyards and sub
regions in the Clare Valley. 

Our grapes are grown on Ngadjuri country.

VINTAGE CONDITIONS

TA dry cool autumn in 2021 lead into good winter rains. Above
average spring falls gave way to a very cool, dry summer and
autumn 2022. These conditions slowed the ripening of the grapes,
resulting in full flavours, good natural acidities, and lower Baume’s
(sugar) than previous vintages. Overall conditions were the best
they had been for many years, and a rare vintage where quantity
is good, and quality exceptional. 

WINEMAKING

Harvested in the cool of the morning the grapes are placed
directly into the press. The juice was allowed to free-drain before
being gentle pressed. The juice was cold settled for natural
clarification. The juice was then fermented at low temperatures
to retain freshness and vibrant aromas and bottled soon after.

COLOUR

 Pale salmon pink.

NOSE

 A perfumed mix of red cherries
and “strawberries & cream”
with hints of white flowers and
spice.

PALATE

Soft, juicy, and inviting, the fresh strawberry and cherry flavours
build through a fresh and vibrant acidity to a long dry finish. This
wine certainly invites you to have another sip! 
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6962 Horrocks Highway, Leasingham, SA 5452 ǀ 08 8849 2356 ǀ www.kilikanoon.com.auǀ @kilikanoonwines

FOOD PAIRING

Fresh fruit, spicey Asian dishes, or delicious on its own! 


